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SAFETY 2022 HYBRID CONFERENCE

600 ABSTRACTS UNDER REVIEW
ABSTRACT NOTIFICATIONS
We apologise as there will be a delay in receiving your acceptance notifications.
We are still waiting on some reviewers to complete reviews and if you are able to assist please
email mwinter@phaa.net.au as soon as possible.
Each reviewer will be responsible for blind reviewing up to 20 abstracts and each abstract will have
3 reviewers. All reviewing is done electronically via a website portal and instructions will be
provided to enable you to view, score and comment on the abstracts and recommend an offer of
presentation.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________

STUDENTS AND EARLY CAREER
RESEARCHERS
LOTS ON OFFER AT SAFETY 2022 FOR STUDENTS AND EARLY CAREER RESEARCHERS
The Safety 2022 conference , to be held in Adelaide in November 2022, has plenty of opportunities for
students and early career researchers!
Firstly, consider registering as an abstract reviewer CLICK HERE It’s great to see what’s emerging in the field,
something for you to add to your CV and can help with your own work to see how other researchers and
practitioners describe their work!
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For students/ECRs consider submitting your abstracts CLICK HERE – we’ll have an award for the best
student/ECR abstract and student/ECR dedicated presentation sessions too! Abstract submission closes 20th
March!
There’ll be a range of workshops that will be of interest for students/ECRs including a mental health
workshop and workshops around the Global Burden of Disease study data and collaborator network. In
addition, we are planning a Meet the Editors session. This will feature several editors of leading injury and
safety journals who will provide great advice on how to give your paper the best chance of being accepted,
such as what editors are looking for, how important is a cover letter and how to respond to reviewers’
comments. We’ll be calling for questions from students/ECRs, so if you have a burning question for an editor
of a journal or you’d like to suggest an editor, please get in touch!
Full time students and concession card holders can also access a heavily discounted early bird registration of
$695 CLICK HERE We hope to see you in Adelaide (or online) in November 2022.

SAFETY IN DESIGN
BREAKFAST SESSION- Tuesday 29 November
Safety in Design is the integration of control measures during the design phase (of a product or asset) to
control hazard exposure throughout the life of the asset or product, from manufacturing through to end of
life. Safety should and generally does begin at the design phase. The safety decision made during design
about the asset or product are what ultimately impact hazard exposure during the life of the asset or
product. To address this issues the Engineered Safety Group in Adelaide was formed in 2013 to discuss and
promote the tools, practices and techniques of safe design. During the breakfast session, former and current
Chairs of the Engineered Safety Group will provide an insight into Safety in Design – what it means and what
it takes in terms of commitment and leadership.
What will you take away from this event:
This interactive breakfast session will allow you ‘the participant’ to:
• Hear from those working in the safety in design area.
• Learn about the tools, practice and techniques that can be used to help with improving safety in
design.
• Ask questions from experts in the area.
• Discuss next steps that you can take towards safety in design.
Cost: Free. There are limited number of places available so book in early via your Registration.
Supported by: ESM Consulting and Engineered Safety Group

SPOTLIGHT SESSIONS
ROAD SAFETY
WHS

VIOLENCE
POLICY

DROWNING PAREVENTION
FALLS
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SPORT AND RECREATION

CHILDREN

The goal of Spotlight Sessions are to provide a forum for focused and in-depth discussions on
specific topics. Spotlight Sessions will address particular themes or consist of exploring work
undertaken across international projects. Consisting of 3 to 4 panel speakers followed by a Q&A
open floor discussion.
The speakers in a spotlight session work together to craft a 90-minute session which will be of great
interest and benefit to the attendees of the conference.
For more information visit www.worldsafety2022.com/state-of-art-sessions

ROAD SAFETY
Vision Zero by 2050 – How will we get
there?
The first Decade of Action failed to reach the fatality reduction targets and in many countries severe injuries
are on the increase. The United Nations Global Plan for the 2nd Decade of Action for Road Safety has set the
target to halve road deaths and injuries by 2030. A number of countries have also set associated visions for
zero road deaths by 2050. With policy targets in place how will we actually get there and make sure no-one
dies on the world’s roads? Who is accountable and what will it actually take to halve road deaths and
injuries by 2030? What needs to happen to reach zero by 2050? How will we get there in LMICs? How will
we get there in HICs?
Join our expert panel discussion as we roll up our sleeves and discuss the real road safety interventions and
ACTIONS needed to ensure the targets are met? How we can overcome the implementation challenge in
each area of safe system impact? How can we transform multimodal transport and land use planning? How
can we ensure all new and existing road infrastructure is safe? How can we ensure existing and new vehicles
and new forms of mobility are safe? How can we ensure safe road user behaviour? How can we optimise the
post-crash response? How can we mobilise the financing, legal frameworks, speed management, capacity
development, equity and gender perspectives and new technologies needed to actually reach zero road
deaths by 2050?

SPORT
Safe environments for sport and
recreation: data driven policy and practice
There has been a rise in data collection in sport and recreation settings — not just for our elite athletes but
also the everyday participant. But what happens next? How do we know if the data are ‘good’ and what do
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we do with the data once it is collected? In this State-of-the-Art session, we will hear from leaders in sport
and recreation with expertise on the application of data for decision making. They will share how they have
used data to create safe environments for sport and recreation participation.
There is also much to learn from our colleagues in other injury prevention settings. The broader #Safety2022
program offers a relevant array of cross cutting issues for sport and recreation researchers and practitioners
to learn from including systems approaches, gender equity, child safety, climate change and product safety.

EARLYBIRD REGISTRATION NOW OPEN
Earlybird Registrations are NOW OPEN for the 14th World Conference on Injury Prevention & Safety
Promotion.
Register at the earlybird rate to save and ensure your place to attend.
Earlybird Speakers Registration close 11:59pm AEST, Friday 3 June 2022.
Earlybird Registration close at 11:59pm AEST, Friday 24 June 2022.
To view the registration types and prices visit Safety 2022 website

Safety 2022 - Registration Portal

LMIC SCHOLARSHIPS
APPLICATIONS CLOSED!
14th World Conference on Injury Prevention and Safety Promotion 2022, supported by the World
Health Organization, is offering a limited number of partial registration scholarships to support
participants of Lower Middle Income Countries (LMIC), and First Nations People to attend the 14th
World Conference on Injury Prevention and Safety Promotion 2022.
Please contact Mandy mwinter@phha.net.au if you have any questions.
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AUSTRALASIAN INJURY PREVENTION
NETWORK

The Australasian Injury Prevention Network (AIPN) is the peak body in Australia and New Zealand
advocating for injury prevention and safety promotion. The AIPN represents injury researchers, policy
makers and practitioners across Australia and New Zealand.
Through conferences, publications, events, advocacy activities and research, the Network benefits from
its high profile, influential membership base of leading injury prevention researchers, and those working
to reduce the incidence of injury and harm across Australia and New Zealand.

Lauren Pearson, Communications Officer
E: communications@aipn.com.au
W: www.aipn.com.au

INJURY PREVENTION JOURNAL
Injury Prevention Journal - Conference
Supporter and Official Journal of Safety
2022
The top ranked abstracts confirmed to
present at Safety 2022 will be published in
a supplement edition of the Injury
Prevention Journal.
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_________________________________________________________________________________

8TH INTERNATIONAL SAFETY MEDIA AWARDS

The International Safety Media Awards have been a part of the World Health Organization’s SAFETY Conferences since 2006
in Durban, South Africa. The Awards provide a platform to recognize powerful and effective safety promotion and injury
prevention media initiatives. The ISMAs also provide an opportunity to strengthen worldwide multi-sectorial partnerships
and share state-of-the-art learnings. At the last conference over 600 pieces of media were received from every continent
except Antarctica.
Any questions please email Marcia Howell marcia.howell@safealaskans.org or Barbara Minuzzo
Barbara.Minuzzo11@gmail.com
For more information please visit: www.isma-awards.org

DESTINATION ADELAIDE
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Visit Adelaide
Adelaide is a vibrant and colourful incentive
destination providing a break from the norm for
delegates.
Safety 2022 in Adelaide offers a destination
where delegates will enjoy enriching and
genuinely ‘Australian’ experiences, with an array
of stunning scenery and wildlife just a short
distance from the city.
ADELAIDE

AUSTRALASIAN UNIVERSITY SAFETY ASSOCIATION
The Australasian University Safety Association (AUSA) is the professional safety association for the Higher
Education and Research Sector in Australia, New Zealand and Asia. AUSA represents the needs of its
members through publications, advice, government representation, networking, professional development
and recognition.
AUSA is committed to ensuring a common approach to safety across the sector. We work closely with our
counterparts in the UK and the USA to maintain consistency of campus and research safety around the
world.
Scott Burnell, President
Australasian University Safety Association
E: ausa.admin@gmail.com
W: www.ausa.org.au
________________________________________________________________________________________

SAFETY 2022 SUPPORTERS
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Our mailing address is:
events@phaa.net.au

